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Dear editor,

In recent years, online auction has gained widespread pop-

ularity as a primary characteristic of electronic commerce

among masses. It has also become a primary topic of re-

search interest. Cryptographic primitives such as secure

multiparty computation (MPC) [1], zero-knowledge proof

(ZKP) [2] and commitment scheme [3] are being effectively

utilized for the proposal of various schemes. Therefore, these

schemes have become much more inefficient and compli-

cated, thereby rendering them suitable only for auction with

a small number of bidders. Efficiency needs to be considered

as an important factor for a real auction, especially if it is

conducted online.

Considering all these observations, we present a simple

and efficient auction scheme to compare all bids under ci-

phertexts by a three-party protocol to prevent the extrac-

tion of bid information. Each of the parties is assumed to

honestly execute the protocol, although it is done with a cu-

riosity about others’ bids (semi-honest adversary). Here, we

improve and run a three-party integer comparison protocol

(iICP) among the auctioneer and two bidders. Only the auc-

tioneer learns about the result of the comparison, whereas

the two bidders hold their private bids under ciphertexts

to perform the required interactions. In this scheme, ev-

ery bidder connects with the auctioneer as an intermediary

to indirectly interact with all the other bidders to compare

their bids in parallel. Finally, all the comparison results are

merely revealed to the auctioneer, who will not disclose the

order of bids to the public. The bid privacy is preserved de-

spite the presence of any corrupted bidders. Because there

is no direct communication among the bidders, all messages

between the two bidders will be transferred through the auc-

tioneer. The auctioneer will be unable to see the messages

except for their ciphertexts and comparison results. More-

over, a commitment with deposits is required from the bid-

ders. Thus, this measure will ensure that they are correctly

performing and they do not have the permission to change or

retract their bids. After obtaining the pairwise comparison

results, the auctioneer determines and broadcasts a winner

who is required to open his/her commitment to the pub-

lic. If some bidder submits a complaint, he/she should open

his/her commitment to the auctioneer (only), who verifies

whether his/her complaint is correct or not. If the complaint

is false, then the auctioneer confiscates the deposits of the

complainant.

Blockchain is only used to publish commitments, com-

plaint results, auction results, etc., in this scheme. The

number of interaction rounds is constant, and it can be re-

duced to mere four rounds if a broadcast channel is present

among all participants. The scheme can still determine a

valid winner if a bidder quits the scheme during the execu-

tion phase regardless of his/her deposit.

Ideal functionality. Our scheme emulates a trusted third

party (TTP). First, all the bidders present all bids yi and

randomness Si used in commitment to the TTP via an au-

thenticated channel. Then, the TTP computes the result

cmpi,j of the comparison between each bid. Finally, the

TTP announces all the comparison results to the auction-

eer and broadcasts the winner to the auctioneer, all bidders,

and all other participants of the blockchain. If a bidder

B submits a complaint toward B′, then, the TTP receives

the two bids, y and y′, and the corresponding randomness, S

and S′, respectively. Thereafter, the TTP announces y, S to

the auctioneer and presents the comparison result between

y and y′ to the public.

Adversary model. All bidders and the adversaries are

modeled to function as the probabilistic polynomial time

Turing machines. Here, the adversary A is assumed to be

semi-honest and having two parts: A1 and A2. They cannot

collude with each other in our protocol. A2 can control the

auctioneer to eavesdrop on the bid privacy of the bidders.

As shown in [4], A1 can adaptively control one or more bid-

ders with “augmented” capabilities. Indeed, when a bidder

is controlled by A1, he/she is required to obey the proto-

cols irrespective of having curiosity about the bid privacy

of his/her competitors. Besides, the controlled bidder also

can make an inconsistent bid with his/her commitment to

compare and timely submit a complaint toward the auction
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result. Furthermore, a bidder controlled by A1 can quit the

comparison and is allowed to abort the auction at any time.

Commitment scheme with deposit. A commitment

scheme (CS) with deposit is provided in [5]. Roughly, a com-

mitterC commits to y by broadcasting the hash h = H(S‖y)

on blockchain via a transaction CS.Commit, which contains

a deposit of value v possessed by C, where H is a pre-

determined hash function and S is a random string selected

by C. Then, C sends a signed transaction CS.Fuse to the

recipient R, who can claim the deposit v if C does not follow

the protocol. Otherwise, C can redeem the deposit by open-

ing his/her commitment (S‖y) via a transaction CS.Open.

Improved integer comparison protocol (iICP). We adopt

three public key encryption schemes to improve the pro-

tocol provided in [6]: (1) a semantically secure PKE,

PKE1 = (Gen1,Enc1,Dec1) [6] satisfying the condition

that if m1 +m2 < d, then Enc1(m1)b
m2 =Enc1(m1 +m2),

otherwise, Enc1(m1)b
m2 = Enc1(0); (2) a multiplicatively

homomorphic PKE like RSA, PKE2=(Gen2,Enc2,Dec2)

with a message space M2; (3) a semantically secure and

additively homomorphic PKE [7], PKE3 = (Gen⊕,Enc⊕,

Dec⊕) with message space M⊕ satisfying the condition:

Enc⊕(M⊕) ⊆M2.

P1 and P2 with private inputs, α and β, respectively,

want to compare them and reveal the result of comparison

to a third party: A. Similar to the research of [4, 8], let

us consider α= αk−1d
k−1 + αk−2d

k−2 + · · · + α1d + α0

and β = βk−1d
k−1 + βk−2d

k−2 + · · · + β1d + β0, where

0 6 αi, βi < d. Pi (i = 1, 2 runs Geni(1
λ) to generate the

key pair (PKi,SKi), whereas A runs Gen⊕(1λ) to get the

key pair (PK3,SK3). They publish their public key PKi,

where PK1 = (n, b, d, g, h, u), l = k − 1, . . . , 0 and perform

the following three-party protocol (iICP).

(1) P1 selects r1,ℓ ←$ {1, . . . , 2
u−1} and computes

Cℓ = gb
(d−αℓ−1)

hr1,ℓ . Then P1 sends C to A,

where C = (Ck−1, . . . , C0). (2) A forwards C to

P2. (3) P2 selects r2,ℓ ←$ {1, . . . , 2
u − 1}, sℓ ←$

{1, . . . , bd − 1}, s.t., sℓ 6≡ 0 mod b and computes

Dℓ = Cbβℓ

ℓ
gsℓhr2,ℓ ; A2,k−1 = Enc2(Enc⊕(sk−1)),

A2,k−2 = Enc2(Enc⊕(βk−1‖sk−2)), . . . , A2,0 =

Enc2(Enc⊕(βk−1‖βk−2‖ · · · ‖s0)). P2 sends (D, A2) to

A, where D=(Dk−1, . . . ,D0) and A2 =(A2,k−1,. . ., A2,0).

(4) A forwards (D,A2) to P1. (5) P1 computes wℓ =

Dec1(Dℓ); A′
1,k−1 = Enc2(Enc⊕(−wk−1)) · A2,k−1,

A′
1,k−2=Enc2(Enc⊕(−(αk−1‖wk−2)))·A2,k−2, . . . , A

′
1,0=

Enc2(Enc⊕(−(αk−1‖αk−2‖· · ·‖w0))) · A2,0. Then, P1

blinds A′
1,ℓ by computing A1,ℓ=(A′

1,ℓ)
rℓ for 06=rℓ ←$ M⊕.

P1 gets A1 = (A1,(k−1)′ , . . . , A1,0′ ) by shuffling (A1,k−1,

. . . , A1,0) via a random permutation π1. Thereafter, P1

sends A1 to A. (6) A forwards A1 to P2. (7) P2 com-

putes A′
0,ℓ = Dec2(A1,ℓ) and blinds A′

0,ℓ by computing

A0,ℓ = (A′
0,ℓ)

r′ℓ for 0 6= r′
ℓ
←$ M⊕. Then, P2 shuffles

(A0,k−1, . . . , A0,0) to A0 = (A0,(k−1)′ , . . . , A0,0′ ) by a ran-

dom permutation π2. Afterwards P2 sends A0 to A. (8)

A computes mℓ = Dec⊕(A0,ℓ). If for all ℓ, mℓ 6= 0, then

output is True (i.e., α > β), otherwise, output is False.

Theorem 1. The iICP is secure against the adversary

(A1,A2), where A1 may control P1 or P2 and A2 may cor-

rupt A, thereby, preserving the privacy, α and β, of P1 and

P2, respectively.

Privacy-preserving auction. Our privacy preserving auc-

tion scheme operates in a constant number of rounds, in

which, a commitment scheme (CS) with deposit [5] is used

to bind bids and the ciphertexts with each of the respec-

tive bidders to incentivize an honest performance. On the

contrary, the above improved integer comparison protocol

(iICP), is used to preserve privacy of all bids because all of

them are compared under ciphertexts.

Each bidder Bi commits to his bid yi and its ciphertexts

by broadcasting the transaction CS.Commiti on blockchain

with some deposit and sends CS.Fusei to the auctioneer

A after signing it. Bi runs iICP with all other bidders

Bj , j 6= i in parallel to compare his/her bid with other bid-

ders. Then, A obtains all the comparison results to deter-

mine a winner. Once a winner Bw is determined, his/her

bid information should be revealed on blockchain for other

bidders to verify its soundness. The transaction CS.Openi
can help Bi to redeem the deposit, which leaks the bid pri-

vacy. So, an alternative transaction CS.Refundi (which con-

tains no information about yi) signed by both Bi and A is

adopted to redeem the deposit. If a bidder B submits a

complaint toward B′, B should open his/her bid informa-

tion to A to ensure consistency. Afterwards, A runs iICP

again with B and B′ and penalizes the loser by broadcasting

CS.Fuse. This punishment can avoid malicious comparisons

by submitting a complaint to extract bid information of the

honest bidder, because each comparison is likely to leak a

lower or upper bound of the bid. Finally, A signs and broad-

casts all the received CS.Refund from the honest bidders to

return their deposits.

Specifically, all bidders and the auctioneer agree on a

hash function H and the deposit value used in CS.Each

Bi runs Gen1(1λ) and Gen2(1λ) to generate the key pairs

(PK1
i ,SK

1
i ) and (PK2

i ,SK
2
i ), whereas A runs Gen⊕(1λ) to

get the key pair (PK3,SK3). They all publish their public

keys and then, run the following parallelized iICP.

(1) Each Bi encrypts yi into Ci via PKE1 and computes

his/her commitment H
Ci
yi = H(yi‖Ci‖Si) with a random

string Si. Then, he/she broadcasts H
Ci
yi on blockchain by a

transaction CS.Commiti with some deposit, and sends (Ci,

CS.Fusei, CS.Refundi) to A; (2) A forwards all Cj , j 6= i

to Bi; (3) Bi computes (D,A2)i,j for all j 6= i and sends

them to A; (4) A forwards (D,A2)j,i to Bi for all j 6= i;

(5) Bi computes (A1)i,j for all j 6= i and sends them to

A; (6) A forwards (A1)j,i to Bi for all j 6= i; (7) Bi com-

putes (A0)i,j for all j 6= i and sends them to A; (8) For

ℓ = k − 1, . . . , 0, A computes (mℓ)i,j = Dec⊕((A0,ℓ)i,j).

If ∃i for ∀j 6= i,∀ℓ, (mℓ)i,j 6= 0, then A broadcasts that

Bi is the winner, who should open his/her commitment on

blockchain; (9) If a bidder B submits a complaint toward

B′, B should open his/her y‖C‖S to A to ensure consis-

tency. Afterwards, A runs iICP again with B and B′ and

then penalizes the loser by broadcasting CS.Fuse on-chain.

Finally, A signs and broadcasts all received CS.Refund of

honest bidders to return their deposits.

Theorem 2. Our auction scheme is secure against the

adversary (A1,A2), where A1 may control one or more bid-

ders, and A2 may corrupt the auctioneer A, thereby pre-

serving the privacy of honest bidders.

Conclusion. In this study, we present a constant-round

auction scheme via a commitment scheme and an integer

comparison protocol. The time cost is comparable com-

pared to DGK [3] and Fischlin [9] protocols which are se-

cure against semi-honest adversary, but the round complex-

ity and communication overhead are much lower than DGK

and Fischlin, even strain [1]. Furthermore, future studies are

required to make the scheme secure by using ZKP against

malicious adversaries.
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